**ABSTRACT**

Globally, the massive expansion of acute respiratory syndrome (COVID_19) is mainly caused by the massive agglomeration of people at the time of travel, as a person infected with the virus who does not have the respective preventive measures can infect 3 more people according to studies. For this reason, here is proposed a mobile application with the use of the Machine Learning methodology for future prediction, through the historical data learned. In this scenario, historical data collection is performed and a decision tree is designed to evaluate the behavior of the data divided into three evaluation criteria (high, medium, and low) probability. As a result, the design of the App is shown with spaces for patient follow-up through, constant chat (doctor-patient), patient communication forums, prescriptions, recommendations and up-to-date information about the virus. This app will be useful for all Peruvian citizens as they avoid mass congestion of people when they move to a health center to have a discard test or other frequently asked questions to a doctor.

As for methodologies for predicting future data several of them were found, and others for the design of the mobile application, as first of them we have the Holt method, to present future trends through mathematical equations that provides estimates of the slope of the trend line for the time period [5]. As another methodology for predicting the Winters method is found, predictions are also made through mathematical formulas whose responses estimate between 0 and 1 it is necessary to analyze the data and create a data variable previously [6]. There is also Machine Learning (ML), which is defined as the process through which computers are programmed to record information [7] and these can be structured and unstructured which are displayed through algorithms that allow us to identify patterns in the data, allowing us to improve the compression and learning of a study topic and even to predict the behavior of a data in the future.

In the ML learning process I can be classified into two: supervised learning and unsupervised (automatic) learning. In supervised learning, the data is labeled in some way given part to the computer to feed on experimental Q & amp; A data, then proceeds to create a model that is adjusted to the answers obtained, the classification algorithms are what allow us to achieve the goal of this purpose [8], in this case the use of the decision tree is implemented, this being a supervised machine tilm algorithm made as a structured flowchart so that it includes a root node, sheets and decision nodes to be made, the data is continuously separated according to the parameters established, where the sheets act as decisions i.e., final results and decision nodes are used for data division and are very friendly in their usability does not require the parameter domain [9], which will be used to facilitate the supervised machine learning approach, which will be divided into 3 categorical values for each section to improve the veracity of predictions. And as for the design of the application is Proto.io, which allows transactions of screens of the prototype so that the application is observed as it was already implemented [10]. In addition this MOCKFLOW, which is an interactive and easy software for drawing and user-friendly interfaces for mobile applications, and is the one used for prototype design in this article.
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This article presents the design of a mobile application, to track patients (those who were discharged, asymptomatic patients and future patients) in case of future patients considers the coronavirus discard test that would be implemented in the mobile application with the Machine Learning study [11], said test would be performed through data collection (in this case the data are the symptoms presented by patients confirmed with COVID_19). In addition, the application will allow continuous communication between doctors and patients, including interconnection for recommendations, participation in forums and others, among registered patients, as well as information on the updated situation of coronavirus and a map of the area’s most prone to contagion with the virus in order to alert the citizen.

The objective of this work is to design a mobile application to follow up discharged, asymptomatic and future patients, implementing a mobile application with Machine Learning. In this way, it will contribute to the reduction of the rate of COVID_19 infections.

The present study is organized in the following way: section II will describe the methodology to be used, section III will show the case study in the textile company Chalicen S.A.C., section IV will discuss the results obtained and finally, section V will present the conclusions regarding the general objective proposed.

2. METHODOLOGY

In example mode to train more supervised learning, it requires a large amount of data to train a classification model, and requires fairly considerable storage and processing as a mobile application (APP) system requirement. In unsupervised or automatic learning you can store your cloud models such as the mHealth APP where it allows storing patient data for remote monitoring and diagnosis, in addition to managing a patient's condition, quantitative information of a patient can also be recompiled and certain symptoms controlled, just like remote monitoring and clinical decisions could be provided to patients discharged [12]. While as seen in the example, unsupervised machine learning may have a number of advantages due to its cloud storage but it also has multiple drawbacks such as: latency, the time it takes for the service to respond to the customer request. Intimacy, problems may arise with sensitive data. Cost, to cloud service providers. Connectivity, network connection is required for availability.

That is why we will work with supervised learning as we are working with current dormant data, thus facilitating the collection of data day after day [13].

2.1 The Process Phases of Machine Learning

For the development of the application, Machine Learning is implemented, which has an interactive sequence as shown in figure 1, the steps to correctly analyze the mass data according to the ML are observed.

A. Understanding the problem

They meet to analyze and formulate the problem to be analyzed through why?

B. Define evaluation criteria

Regressions and cross-entropy can be used for data classification problems due to the presence of several issues that require evaluation.

C. Data Preparation

Significant analysis and analysis of data is performed through comparisons, combinations with various sources..

D. Performing exploratory data and model construction interactively

The part where data will gain intuition in relation to variables and should be related to expert judgment through agile processes with continuous improvements. And in the model construction part, where most of the time is addressed because at this stage feedback is generated and compared with other models until the project objective is met [14].

E. Data analysis

It enables scientifically supported data-driven decision-making and there are four categories of analysis that are distinguished by the results they produce [15]. Descriptive analysis: serves to answer questions about events that have already occurred. Diagnostic analysis: its goal is to determine the cause of a phenomenon that occurred in the past through questions that are focused on the reason behind the event. Predictive analysis: it is done in an attempt to determine the result of an event that could occur in the future, in this type of analysis the information improves thanks to the related information stored in the past to be improved in the future [14] as we can see in the Figre 2 below:
in Wuhan China in late 2019, this virus affects human health to the degree of mortality because they have been shown to be single-stranded RNA viruses that are easy to mutate, and are spread through breathing. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the problem an emergency of international concern [19], this virus has been leaving high mortality rates in different countries due to its massive contagion, so many countries have had to send all their inhabitants to quarantine to prevent the spread of the virus, thus crippling the world economy.

B. Define evaluation criteria

E In the figure. 3 shows the results of the tests carried out grouped in a period of 7 days where 8.5% of samples were positive to COVID-19 [1].

C. Data preparation

Table 1 shows the already selected data that we will use for data analysis to predict how likely in patient to re-contract COVID 19 and follow up on patients discharged for decision-making

Table 1: patient follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATIENTS DISCHARGED</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of high patients</td>
<td>22 406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases detected</td>
<td>68 822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceased</td>
<td>1 961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Conducting exploratory data and building a model

In the figure 4 we can observe the symptoms of patients detected positive with COVID_19, where it is observed that
72.8% of those detected had symptoms of cough, 8.8% of them had fever and chilled, 57.7% of them indicated to have general discomfort, 57.5% had a sore throat, 32.6% headache, 30.5% nasal congestion, 30.1 breathing difficulties, 21.8% muscle pain symptoms, 12.9 diarrhoea, 9.2 nausea and vomiting, 8.3% indicated other symptoms, 8.1 had chest pain, 5.2 had joint pain, 4% had abdominal pain and 2% had irritability and confusion.

**Figure 4:** Symptoms of positive covid-19 cases in Peru

**F. Data analysis (Use of the decision tree)**

In this part of the figure 5, will analyze existing data of a possible coronavirus symptom through the decision tree that will help with the prediction.

In the descriptive analysis: we can say that through the data and the decision tree shown in Figure 5, and questions showing the symptoms presented by patients infected with the virus earlier that if they now have a high rating according to the decision tree it means that it is very likely that it is infected with the virus.

In the diagnostic analysis: according to the analysis shown lines above, it tells us that for a person to become infected with the virus must have direct touch with the individual infected through the airways.

In predictive analysis: it is given thanks to the past data of symptoms of patients confirmed with the virus as shown in Fig. 6 where it allows us to analyze the decision tree in which we can say that if a patient has symptoms of cough, fever, chilled, general discomfort, sore throat, headache, nasal congestion, shortness of breath and muscle aches has an 80% chance of having or having the COVID_19 virus again. In addition, if a patient counts are the symptoms Medium that are: diarrhea, vomiting, chest pain or other symptoms has a 50% chance of having the virus. Finally if a patient has symptoms at low level that are: joint pain, abdominal pain and irritability has a 10% chance of having the virus in their body.

**Figure 5:** Tree of prediction decideds if a patient has COVID-19

### 3.2 Mobile application prototype

As a result of the case study, the design of a mobile application that has been carried out with a previous analysis for the proper functioning of the application for the operation of the application raised in this work is presented, in this way a series of established stages and functionalities will be achieved, which allow the user to make use of it. MockFLOW, an interactive and easy software for drawings and App interfaces, was used for them.

As a result in this case study, the design of a mobile application that has been carried out with a previous analysis for the proper functioning of the application for the operation of the application raised in this work is presented, in this way a series of established stages and functionalities will be achieved, which allow the user to make use of it.
MockFLOW, an interactive and easy software for drawings and App interfaces, was used for them.

Figure 7 shows the Splash where it will deploy while loading the application, thereby to the user that the app is loading. Figure 8 shows the Login where it is proposed to validate the data of the previously registered user, for this you will be asked for the identity document (ID) and password for greater security of the personal data of the person in the mobile application, in case the user is not registered will be asked to register in order to access the application.

Figure 9, shows the Registry where the user will fill in all the fields necessary to be able to start the application, this record consists of the personal data such as Name, surname, ID, password, Phone, Address, Date Birth and Civil Status and the registration will start.

Figure 10, shows the application menu, where you have multiple options so that you can customize or configure the platform, as well as query different data. In this option we can display the name of the registered user with the following options:

a) Informant: will show general data of up-to-date information regarding COVID_19, the victim, ICU patients, discharged and deceased patients. Inquiries: a medium online chat whereby the patient could make more personal consultations with the doctor online, such as scheduled appointments, personal prescriptions or other required queries as shown in Figure 13.

b) Forums: In this space of the App, it is proposed that users ask questions and answers that are discussed among them to share experiences, suggestions or others by people who live or lived closely the contagion of the virus as a topic of prevention.

c) Prescriptions: In this option, it is suggested that discharged, asymptomatic or potentially contagious patients be informed of the prescriptions for generic medicines, used to combat possible symptoms of coronavirus, as established by the Ministry of Health (MINSA) in an updated form.

d) Virtual triage(discarded tests): In this option is what gives value to the present research work, since by means of which it was proposed to apply machine learning, in which a patient discharged or others, present symptoms of COVID_19, will be presented with a series of questions shown in Figure 11, which have already been analyzed internally where they will determine the possibility of the virus contracting the virus, with a percentage shown in the decision tree proposed in the methodology of the present.

e) Recommendations: This option proposes that physicians may make recommendations not to spread or be spread by the virus, according to standards established by the World Health Organization (WHO).

f) Map of affected areas: A means by which areas of the country will be shown and identified with the most likely cases of coronavirus infections shown, so that people can take better precautions when moving.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the method and case study in this article present the prototype posed and analyzed of what the functionality of the application would look like and the tools that would be used to carry it out compared to other research already implemented; in the part of the methodology will also show as results the comparison of this research with other already validated articles that used Machine Learning for its execution.

4.1 About the case study

As for the software proposed in the present prototype, Android is found with Kotlin as a tool that will serve us to convert the Java code into Kotlin so that the source code is reduced and provides other competitive advantages for the development of the App, in other research carried out on the maintainability and modularity of Android mobile applications with anti-pattern and model-view-presenter design pattern, you can see that they applied design patterns that helped them with the reduction of source code and interactivity at the time of programming the application[20]. In addition, another article mentions that object-oriented architecture, for the development of an application, does not guarantee dependency on programming modules, so it is proposed to use a programming language such as Java or C++ in the Model View and Controller (MVC) environment [21]. For the interactivity and handling of the application for all types of users, it was proposed to use the Framework such as HTML, JavaScript, JQuery, to show a friendly environment, manageable for all types of user subscribed in the application it is necessary to make interactive applications and easy to understand when training in the behavior of the same[22].

4.2 About the Methodology

As the results of the methodology presented in this paper, it can be mentioned that it was very applicable to the topic of predictive analysis of the historical data of the COVID_19 shown lines above, where we can mention that thanks to the correct use of the phases of the ML methodology, the decision tree and the correct programming of the application, the latter will be able to predict whether the patient has or will have coronavirus again according to their symptoms presented, in addition to showing many other functionalities for patient tracking. Then the USE OF ML will allow us that the application can learn the behaviors performed and predict from it various results.

In other research conducted with the use of Machine Learning, it was applied in the topic of patient behavior tracking through the use of video, machine learning and 5G technology, for monitoring different types of pains through the behavior of the eyes, mouth and agitation status of a patient, in order to evaluate the patient's condition[23]; like the end of the use of machine learning in the present work which is the prediction from past events, in the aforementioned research tells us that it was able to analyze and predict from an easy scan in which condition the patient finds himself and give instant results thanks to events already learned by the system previously. In addition, another research conducted a daily cardiac health monitoring study with the use of EAR-ECG and Machine Learning, using ear ECG datasets acquired by a portable prototype for learning their research. A study was also conducted using ML, for the simulation of the system of a cloud server where they demonstrated the energy saving by downloading computing [24]. Other research also conducted a mobile application for skin cancer screening, where they used cancer dataset and images to the skin to demonstrate and test concepts through machine learning [12].

5. CONCLUSIONS

The design of this mobile application for the follow-up of patients discharged from Peru was made to prevent patients with symptoms of COVID_19 from being transferred to a health centre more frequently so that they can infect or be infected. The application was designed for a continuous follow-up at the time a patient is conducive to it as it would have an automatic learning. Also, the efficiency of the application design was demonstrated with the use of MOCKFLOW.

Regarding the methodology, Machine Learning was applied as a method that allowed to improve the understanding and learning of the subject of study, thanks to the great amount of data that could be used. This allowed the identification of behavioural patterns in the updated data.

Finally, with the development of the present in the future, we intend to develop a mobile application with the given indications. In addition, the Machine Learning method used in this research could be useful to carry out different types of studies in which machine learning is required, in order to obtain an informative classification and study the behaviour of the mass data in the future.
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